EMERGENCY
DECONTAMINATION SERVICE
Safety, Knowledge and Experience — The GFL Advantage

As businesses, institutions, industries and communities across
the country navigate the unforeseen challenges of COVID-19,
we understand that this is an uncertain time.
Rest assured, you can call on GFL 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, to help get you back on track. With extensive
experience, first-class industry expertise and highly-skilled
professionals, our trusted emergency response teams stand
ready to deliver immediate, effective, and above all safe
intervention and solutions.

DIVERSE SOLUTIONS. DISTINCT BENEFITS.
Now more than ever, it’s crucial that we do all we can to protect
those around us. We know that, like us, the health and safety
of your customers, partners, and employees remains your
number one priority.
Our decontamination experts deliver comprehensive solutions
that will help restore healthy, safe work conditions to your
business, facility or site. Our wide range of services can be
tailored to your requirements, including:

Our response teams are equipped and ready to provide on-site
decontamination services in a wide range of environments.
We suppor t hospitals, paramedic al ser vices, of fices,
warehouses, factories and more in decontaminating equipment
and work spaces.
Some of the many distinct benefits of choosing GFL for your
decontamination needs include:

• Scheduled or urgent service
• Stringent protocols and standards

• Deep cleaning

• WHO-approved disinfectant

• Pressure-washing, internal and external

• Off-hour service to minimize human interaction/

• Specialized hazardous and non-hazardous waste removal
• Vacuum truck services
• Confined space entry

business disruption

• Mandatory PPE including full face respirators with
cartridges for all our personnel

At GFL, we pride ourselves on our ability to offer customers total
solutions and start-to-finish management. Extensive industry
expertise and experience allow us to adapt our response to
deliver you the most effective course of action.
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FROM COAST TO COAST, WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
Our strategically located network of emergency response operations reaches across Canada, so we can provide our customers with
local coverage nationwide. GFL has specialized assets across the country available and ready to deploy 24 hours a day. Our
equipment meets all regulatory compliance requirements relating to HAZMAT emergency response and coverage of Emergency
Response Plans (ERPs).

PERFORMING TO THE HIGHEST INDUSTRY STANDARDS
GFL’s emergency response services are assessed and verified to TEAP III and CERCA national industry standards in emergency
preparedness and response. We employ some of the most highly-skilled responders in North America, trained to the highest level of
hazardous material emergency response including response to infectious substances. GFL responders follow the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) 472 risk-based approach for selecting PPE, factoring in present or potential hazards, likelihood of
exposure, consequence of exposure, and overall determination of risk.
GFL routinely works closely with first responders and is an active member of Responsible Distribution Canada (RDC), the Chemistry
Industry Association of Canada (CIAC), and Transportation Community Awareness and Emergency Response (TransCaer). Our
operations are also frequently assessed by regulatory agencies such as Transport Canada.

With decades of experience in emergency response and
a highly-trained workforce, you can count on GFL to deliver
safe, secure, round-the-clock decontamination solutions,
at any time. For more information, please contact
us 24/7 at 1.877.244.9500.

Green Today. Green For Life.

gflenv.com
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